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Tool Bags
Tool Bags Nail Bag (PVC)

The Leading Edge Nail bag has been created for specialist carpenter trades.
The bag is optimised to enable continuous access to the front of the bag
when intensively used for fast item pick-up. Incorporating two large smooth
front pockets, the bag is ideally configured to carrying small items like nails
and screws etc. Designed and made for working at height providing a secure
tethering ‘D’ ring anchorage point, rated up to 5kgs for hammer lanyard
connection. Developed to withstand harsh work environments, the bag is
manufactured from dual layers of defence grade PVC, with double sewn
seams for wear and structural reinforcement.

FEATURES
A choice of four securing arrangements: Belt Loop / Eyelets / Triple Action Velcro Straps /
Triple Action Safety Buckle (see ‘Tool Bag & Holster Fixing Options’ page)
Designed with two large external pockets (17cm long x 15cm deep)
1 x structural ‘D’ ring anchorage point rated up to 5kgs (Dynamically tested - see ‘testing
pages’ for more info). Rating using a 2:1 safety factor
1 x reinforced external tool frog / hammer holster
Ergonomically designed help distribute loads more evenly making it easier to wear all-day
All structural parts of the bag are double sewn for superior strength and durability
Manufactured from dual layers of defence high grade PVC (UV stabilised and mildew
resistant) fabric outer shell, premium industrial webbing, soft ‘edged’ for wear reinforcement
and comfort, dyneema webbing, heavy duty synthetic tubing, aluminium D-rings
Height: 25cm / Width: 50cm / Weight 0.36kgs
Individually serialised for clear easy inspection, full traceability and control
Issued with a ‘Declaration of Conformity’ product certificate and ‘Final Inspection’ sheet
Manufactured at our height safety product factory in the UK
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Code

Size

Description

TBNBPVCL

Loop Fastening

Slides onto standard belts up to 50mm wide

TBNBPVCE

3x Eyelet Fastening

Hung from belt/gear loops using a connector

TBNBPVCV

3x Velcro Fastening

Wraps around fixing point with triple lock action

TBNBPVCB

3x Buckle Fastening

Secures around fixing point with triple lock action
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